Infrared Atmospheric Burner

MetFlame® is a Metal Foam Infrared Burner from SELEE Corporation (ISO 9001 certified)

New state-of-the-art MetFlame® Metal Foam Infrared Burner will revolutionize residential and commercial grilling and space and patio heating.

MetFlame®

- Will last the life of the grill
- One-piece design is available in any shape to fit any area
- Eliminates preheat and cuts harmful emissions in half
- Provides instant, uniform operating temperatures up to 2000°F
- Uniquely provides “temperature that you can see”
- Allows you to sear or cook all on the same infrared surface
- For back, side, or bottom cooking no matter the area
- Will “emblaze” your corporate identity by embossing your Logo
- Wind resistance—blows away ceramics or screens
- Corrosion resistant metal alloy provides stable long life

“Temperature that you can see”
MetFlame® from SELEE Corporation

MetFlame® from SELEE Corporation is a robust, high efficiency infrared burner that is capable of producing even cooking temperatures up to 2000°F instantly and can be turned down from searing intensity to simmering temperatures. It is chip and crack proof. MetFlame® cannot thermal shock! It is robust enough for the toughest residential, commercial cooking, or space heating applications.

The unique, fine porosity, low density, tortuous structure, and tough metal alloy composition of MetFlame® provides many operational advantages simply not possible with common ported ceramics.

MetFlame® is available in a wide range of geometries to meet any application requirement.

To discuss how the technical and commercial advantages of MetFlame® can put “temperature that you can see” in your home/commercial grill or space heating appliance, please contact:

Mark Heamon  
Castshop and New Products Manager  
Cell: +1 (770) 329-5373  
Email: mheamon@selee.com

SELEE Corporation  
700 Shepherd Street  
Hendersonville, NC 28792, USA  
Tel: +1 (828) 697-2411 or (800) 842-3818  
www.selee.com